Certified Soul Restoration Instructor
Application Process

Note: Details regarding the Certified Soul Restoration Instructor Program can be found here: [http://bravegirlsclub.com/certified-instructor-training](http://bravegirlsclub.com/certified-instructor-training)

Below you will find the pre-requisites for attending Certified Instructor Training and other details regarding the application process.

Step One: Experience Soul Restoration

Purpose: To give you a solid background in the curriculum and to give you a powerful personal experience by going through the program yourself.

1. **Take Soul Restoration LIVE as a Participant from a Certified Instructor** (Note: If you have attended Brave Girl Camp, this requirement is deemed fulfilled)
   - Attend a complete Soul Restoration course taught by a Certified Instructor (this will take at least 4 full days or can be spread over a longer period with weekly meetings). Options include a group setting or a retreat setting.
     - *If you are unable to find an SR event scheduled that works for you, an option is to arrange a 1 on 1 Soul Restoration with one of our Certified Instructors at a time that works for you. We can give you contact information for Cl’s who are willing to do this type of training.*
   - Dates and tuition will vary as established by the individual Certified Instructor
   - A directory of active Certified Soul Restoration Instructors can be found [here.](http://bravegirlsclub.com/certified-instructor-training)
   - Obtain a Letter of Recommendation from your Certified Instructor verifying your attendance and participation in Soul Restoration, and her recommendation for proceeding toward Certification as an Instructor.
2. Take (or at least become very familiar with) Soul Restoration Online
   - Although you will have been through a live Soul Restoration as a participant, before you attend Certified Instructor training you must become familiar with the online Soul Restoration course (in Brave Girl University) because the videos and workbook, etc. are exactly the curriculum you will be teaching.
   - The Live Soul Restoration event is for you to experience as a participant, but in addition you’ll need to become familiar with the online Soul Restoration before coming to training from the point of view of an Instructor.

Step Two: Learn about Servant Leadership, specifically as it applies to teaching Soul Restoration in a variety of settings

- **Take our Brave Girl University course entitled: Servant Leadership...Preparing to Teach Soul Restoration.** This Course will take approximately 4-6 hours to complete. You will have to be a Brave Girl University Subscriber to take this Course which will include the following:
  - Video interviews with Brave Girl staff members about their particular areas of service, preparation, and experiences.
  - Written assignments where you will be asked to share 1-3 paragraphs about each section of the course
  - Here is a direct link to the Servant Leadership Course: [http://bravegirlsclub.com/certified-instructor-training](http://bravegirlsclub.com/certified-instructor-training)
- **On your own, read the following books:**
  - How to Win Friends and Influence People by Dale Carnegie
  - Love Does by Bob Goff
  - (We will discuss these books at Certified Instructor Training)
- **Once you’ve finished the above,** you’ll submit a video interview. In this interview, you will address in your own words the following:
  - Your personal experience with Soul Restoration
  - Your personal experience with the Servant Leadership course
  - Your goals and plans as a future Certified Instructor
  - This video will be approximately 10 minutes and shouldn’t be anything fancy...just a cell phone video is perfectly fine.
  - Once your video is reviewed and we have verified that you have completed Steps 1 & 2, you will be invited to proceed with Step 3.
  - Note: These are subjects that you will be asked to write about as part of the Servant Leadership course as well as talking about in this short video.
- **OPTIONAL:** Serve as a staff member at a Soul Restoration event held by a Certified Instructor
Certified Instructors are not required to make volunteer positions available for training candidates but may do so if they wish.

This option is most appropriate for Certified Instructors who are mentoring their own staff members in the Certification process.

IMPORTANT: Notify us that you have completed Steps 1 & 2 by emailing us at certifiedinstructors@bravegirlsclub.com

Step Three: Written Application
- You will be sent a private link to this formal application after completing Step Two.
- Once your written application is approved, you will be invited to proceed with Step 4:

Step Four: Register for and graduate from Certified Instructor Training
- Currently 4 training sessions are held per year
- Trainings take 5 full days, Monday – Friday, and are held in Star, Idaho
- Tuition is $5,000 (includes 6 nights lodging, Sunday night thru Friday night)
- Graduation includes a digital copy of all Soul Restoration instructional videos
- Registration Information can be found here
What you will come away with as a Certified Soul Restoration Instructor...

The process for becoming a Certified Soul Restoration Instructor is demanding and takes a high level of commitment, sacrifice and hard work. This is purposeful and intentional, but the rewards for those who complete the process are incredible and will allow you to teach this amazing course to others, even creating a business if you choose to do so.

The dream of Brave Girls Club is to have Soul Restoration taught in gatherings all over the world. As a graduate of our Certified Soul Restoration Instructor Program, you will come away with everything you need to begin immediately.

- You will be certified to teach Soul Restoration in the settings of your choice, anything from living room or coffee shop classes to full retreats. You will be responsible for setting up your own business if you like and for all details for your Soul Restoration events. You are free to charge whatever you deem appropriate for your particular events.
  - You will be certified and trained to teach Soul Restoration (the full course) using the full series of Melody Ross videos, workbooks, and other materials.
    - You will have the option to use the videos as much as you like or to replace any of the videos with personal teaching as you become comfortable with the material
  - You’ll be further certified to teach the optional Soul Restoration Modules such as Decision Maker, She Did It Anyway, and Truth Cards
- Certified Instructors are expressly NOT employees or agents of Brave Girls Club, LLC, but are qualified and certified to teach the Soul Restoration curriculum as trained. (Legalities and permissible marketing language and so on will be covered in detail as part of the training course.)
- No future training or recertification is required of ‘active’ Certified Instructors. However, if a Certified Instructor doesn’t hold any Soul Restoration teaching events for a period of 12 month, she will be deemed ‘inactive’ and will need to be re-certified.
- No further fees for events or per-student fees are required. However, Certified Instructors must purchase Soul Restoration or Module workbooks for each student and course and are not allowed to copy or duplicate materials in any way. Original materials must be procured directly from Brave Girls Club for each student and each session without exception.
• If a Certified Instructor holds no Soul Restoration teaching events for a period of 12 months, the Instructor will be deemed ‘inactive’ and re-certification by attending another Certified Instructor Training will be required.

• Certified Instructors will be asked to abide by a written code of conduct and best practices as pertains to their Soul Restoration teaching events and other interactions with Brave Girls and other Instructors. Violation of this code of conduct can result in revocation of certification.

• No territories are assigned in any way. Certified Instructors are encouraged to adopt a cooperative point of view, rather than a competitive point of view, even when planning events in the same area.

• Certified Instructors are personally responsible for marketing and filling their events, creating their own websites and so on.

• Brave Girls Club provides an area on its website where events by ALL Certified Instructors can be posted along with Instructor Profiles.

• Brave Girls Club is in no way responsible for providing customers or students for Soul Restoration events taught by Certified Instructors. Certified Instructors have the responsibility to build a Brave Girl tribe or following in their own communities and local areas and should not expect to find customers by advertising to the existing Brave Girl community.

*All of this and more are covered in-depth in the Certified Instructor Training Course.*